Team Beat EXPERIENCE MICE
Pizzica Folkloristic Dance Performance
TCM207

A competition of Tamburello e pizzica dance is surely one of the most surprising team building activity to
propose during your business meeting in Puglia, where you can still find a world that preserves customs and almost
secret, intimate traditions. Wherever you go in Puglia, music is in the air, especially in summer, hitting the
countryside, towns, villages, convents, squares and even quarries. It will be difficult to resist to the unique and
overwhelming rhythms of “pizzica pizzica” for all the participants who will take part to this activity. They will have
2 hours to learn about this folkloristic dance and the use of the tamburelli which accompanied the music played
during the ritual to heal the “tarantate”, the women bitten by an imaginary poisonous spider so to delve deep onto
the age-old Apulian traditions.
Split into two different groups, participants should learn steps of the folkloristic dance, conceive a choreography
which can be adapted and followed by any of the team in order to win the challenge during a mesmerizing final
performance. An activity which enhances the joy, the energy and the vitality of working in team to reach a common
goal. The activity can be executed in outdoor spaces or indoor meeting room in case of bad weather with a minimum
of 15 s up to 50participant split in two different groups or in two subsequent sections during the day. One
Professional Pizzica Dancer every 25 persons and 5 musicians are included in the quote.
Total estimated time for the activity: 2 hours / Every day upon availability

PRICE PER PERSON - 2 hours – minimum 15 persons
1 professional pizzica dancer + 1 tamburello player

€ 65,00 + VAT 22%

PRICE PER PERSON - 2 hours – minimum 40 persons
1 professional pizzica dancer + 1 tamburello player

€ 45,00 + VAT 22%

PRIVATE PERFOMANCE – price starting from
Band 5 elements + 1 Pizzica dancers + SIAE excluded € 195,00 approx

€ 1.500,00 + VAT 22%

Quote for meeting room or outdoor venue and eventual audio video system upon request

